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Abstract Single-crystalline TiO2 nanorods (TiO2 NRs)

are grown directly on FTO substrates by hydrothermal

methods. The diameters and lengths of TiO2 NRs are easily

controlled by growth conditions. When used in hybrid solar

cells, TiO2 NRs function as the continuous pathway for fast

electron transport to charge collecting electrode, demon-

strating a high power conversion efficiency (PCE) of

3.21% with 140 nm long TiO2 NRs. The bilayer polymer

coating are introduced into 500 nm long TiO2 NRs to

reduce the surface roughness, resulting in the improved

contact between the polymer blend and silver electrode and

an enhanced PCE from 2.70 to 3.07%.

1 Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have attracted much atten-

tion because of their potential for light-weight, flexibility,

low-cost manufacturing and large-area conversion of solar

energy to electricity [1–3]. One of the intrinsic drawbacks

of OPVs, which limits OPVs from achieving higher power

conversion efficiency (PCE), is the short diffusion length of

excitons (pairs of a hole and an electron), typically around

20 nm. To alleviate the impact of short diffusion length of

excitons, bulk heterojunction (BHJ), which is based on two

interpenetrating networks of respective p-type electron

donor and n-type accepter, has been widely applied in the

OPVs [4–6]. The BHJ structure ensures the plenteous

interfacial area for photo-generated excitons to dissociate.

Although the recent work on a new benzodithiophene

polymer (PTB7)/phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester

(PC71BM) OPVs achieved a highest PCE of 7.4% [7]. The

most commonly used p-type donor and n-type accepter

polymers are poly (3-hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) and [6, 6]-

phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), respec-

tively, and the PCE of 4–5% have been reported [3, 8–11].

Another factor that limits achieving higher PCE in OPVs is

the inefficient carrier transport due to the low charge

mobility of polymer [12]. Inorganic semiconductors, with

much higher charge mobility, such as TiO2, [9, 12–14]

ZnO, [2, 3, 15] and CdS [2] have been explored and studied

to overcome this shortcome, and used in organic/inorganic

hybrid solar cells. In addition, such inorganic semicon-

ductors, when appropriately incorporated into the solar cell

structures, have demonstrated the ability to significantly

improve the physical and chemical stability of the resulting

hybrid solar cells, leading to a much longer life time of the

solar cells [16]. However, the full potential of the organic–

inorganic hybrid solar cells has been suppressed so far with

a relatively lower PCE as compared to their counterpart

OPVs, due at least in part to the poor contact at the organic/

inorganic interfaces. One approach to improve the photo-

voltaic performance of hybrid solar cells is to incorporate a

functional interlayer to improve the electronic junction

between the organic/inorganic interfaces [3, 15, 16]. A

fullerene-based self-assembled monolayer was introduced

into the TiO2 and ZnO based hybrid solar cells, which

affected charge transfer at the interface to reduce the

recombination, and passivated surface trap states of inor-

ganic semiconductors, resulting in much enhanced perfor-

mance [16].
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In comparison with the double-layer heterostructure

based on inorganic nanoparticles, the hybrid solar cells

based on ordered or well aligned nanowires/nanotubes have

the advantages of large donor–acceptor interface for exci-

tons to dissociate, excellent electron mobility and direct

pathway for easy electron transport to reduce the electron

recombination, which can significantly increase the PCE of

the devices [1, 9, 12]. ZnO nanorod arrays were applied in

hybrid solar cells first, and the highest PCE achieved was

up to 2.7% [17], demonstrated the important role of ZnO

nanorod array in collecting photogenerated electrons and

acting as the conducting path to the electrode. Wei et al.

[18] and Kuo et al. [12] had successfully synthesized ver-

tically aligned TiO2 nanorods for hybrid solar cells, also

proved the enhancement of PCE as compared to the dense

TiO2 film. However, the performances of hybrid solar cells

based on TiO2/ZnO nanorods remain low; especially

hybrid solar cells based on TiO2 NRs achieved less than

1% PCE. This relatively low PCE may be partly attributed

to poor crystallinity of TiO2 nanorod arrays as they were

fabricated using templates or with seeding.

This paper reports the growth of single-crystalline rutile

TiO2 nanorods (NRs) directly on fluorine-doped tin oxide

(FTO) substrates by means of hydrothermal method with the

diameters and lengths of TiO2 NRs easily controlled by the

growth conditions. This method is technically straightfor-

ward and reliable, and the resulting TiO2 nanorods are

directly grown from the FTO substrate without using either

templates or seeds. When used in hybrid solar cells, TiO2

NRs function as the continuous pathway for fast electron

transport to charge collecting electrode, demonstrating a

high power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.21% with

140 nm long TiO2 NRs while the reference hybrid solar cells

based on TiO2 DF shows a PCE of 2.79%. The bilayer

polymer coating are introduced into 500 nm long TiO2 NRs

to reduce the surface roughness, resulting in the improved

contact between the polymer blend and silver electrode and

an enhanced PCE from 2.70 to 3.07%.

2 Experimental

TiO2 NRs were grown directly on FTO substrates by means

of hydrothermal methods; similarly grown TiO2 NRs have

been studied in dye-sensitized solar cells [19–21]. Briefly,

0.5 ml titanium butoxide (Sigma-Aldrich) was added into a

mixture of DI water and concentrated (36%) hydrochloric

acid (HCl) with a volume ratio of 1:1. After stirring at

ambient conditions for 5 min, the solution became clear and

transparent. The resulting solution was then transferred into

the autoclave in which the FTO substrates were placed at an

angle against the wall of the Teflon-liner. The autoclave was

placed in an oven preheated to 150 �C for a pre-determined

duration. After the synthesis, the autoclave was cooled down

naturally to room temperature. The sample was rinsed with

DI water thoroughly, followed by annealing at 450 �C in air

for 1 h. The diameters and lengths of TiO2 NRs could be

controlled by varying the growth time. Two different types of

TiO2 NRs presented in this work were grown at 150 �C for

85 min (labeled as TiO2 NRs 1) and 100 min (labeled as

TiO2 NRs 2), respectively.

A multilayer hybrid solar cell based on the configuration

FTO/TiO2 NRs/PCBM/P3HT: PCBM/PEDOT: PSS/Ag

was fabricated. Firstly, the PCBM interlayer was spin-

coated from a dichloromethane solution containing 20 mg/ml

of PCBM onto the TiO2 NRs at a rate of 1,000 rpm for

30 s. Secondly, the P3HT/PCBM blend solution with a con-

centration ratio of 1:0.8 in chlorobenzene, was spin-coated

at the same rate for another 30 s. Finally, a hole-transport

layer of poly (3, 4-ethylene-dioxylene thiophene)-poly

(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDOT: PSS) was deposited on the

top, followed by thermally evaporated of silver as the

anode. The bilayer polymer coated TiO2 NRs 2(TiO2 NRs

2-DL) was prepared by spin-coating two layers of P3HT/

PCBM blend solution to reduce the surface roughness

before evaporating the anode, under otherwise identical

fabrication conditions. Typical active areas for photovol-

taic devices are 3.14 mm2.

Reference solar cells based on TiO2 dense film (TiO2

DF), using an FTO/TiO2 DF/PCBM/P3HT: PCBM/PE-

DOT: PSS/Ag configuration, were prepared with the same

fabrication procedure under identical fabrication condi-

tions. TiO2 dense film was prepared by spin-coating TiO2

sol on FTO substrates, followed with heat treatment at

450 �C in air for 1 h. TiO2 sol was obtained by hydrolyzing

titanium alkoxide in an acidic aqueous. Typically, 1 mL of

titanium isopropoxide was added to 20 mL of distilled

water containing 0.5 mL of hydrochloric acid. A white

precipitate appeared in the beginning. After stirring for

about 30 min, the precipitate completely dissolved,

resulting in the formation of a TiO2 sol in light yellow

color.

The J-V characteristics of the photovoltaic devices were

tested inside a N2 filled glove box using a Keithley 2,400

source measurement unit, and an Oriel Xenon lamp

(450 W) coupled with an AM1.5 filter. The light intensity

was calibrated with a standard silicon solar cell certificated

by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory to confirm

the measurement conditions. A light intensity of 100 mW/cm2

was used in all the measurements in this study.

3 Discussions

Figure 1a and c are the top-view scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of TiO2 NRs 1 and TiO2 NRs 2,
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respectively. Figure 1b and d show the cross-section of

TiO2 NRs 1 and TiO2 NRs 2. Both diameters and lengths of

TiO2 NRs increased with increasing reaction time. TiO2

NRs 1 sample grown at 150 �C for 85 min has diameters of

50 ± 15 nm (Fig. 1a). When the growth time increased to

100 min, the diameters of the resultant TiO2 NRs 2

increased to 75 ± 15 nm (Fig. 1c). The lengths of TiO2

NRs were also found to change from *140 nm (TiO2 NRs

1, shown in Fig. 1b) to *500 nm (TiO2 NRs 2, Fig. 1d),

with better vertical alignment. It should been noted that

there seems to be a long incubation time before the growth

of TiO2 nanorods on the FTO substrate. It is not clear at

this moment if such a long incubation time is related to

initial heterogeneous nucleation on the FTO substrate

surface. Figure 1f shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD)

pattern of TiO2 NRs on FTO substrate. All the diffraction

peaks agreed well with that of the rutile phase and the FTO

substrate marked with asterisks.

A multilayer hybrid solar cell based on TiO2 NRs was

fabricated as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a. TiO2 NRs

are filled with the PCBM interlayer first and then the blend

of P3HT and PCBM as a photoelectrode in hybrid solar

cells. The PCBM interlayer can enhance electrical

coherence at the blend polymer/TiO2 NRs interfaces [15].

The BHJ structure provides the sufficient interfacial area

for the quick separation of photogenerated excitons. The

single crystalline TiO2 NRs can function as the direct

pathway for the fast and smooth electron transport to the

charge collecting electrode, which will be helpful to sup-

press hole/electron recombination. And a simplified energy

level diagram of the TiO2/hybrid solar cell in Fig. 2b

indicates the transfer path of electrons from P3HT to

PCBM to TiO2 NRs to FTO electrode, and the holes from

P3HT to PEDOT to Ag electrode. In order to elucidate the

impacts of single crystal rutile TiO2 NRs on the power

conversion efficiency, reference solar cells based on TiO2

DF was prepared using the same fabrication procedure

under identical fabrication conditions. Figure 1e shows the

top view SEM image of TiO2 DF. The TiO2 nanocrystals

were well packed on the surface of FTO substrate, and the

TiO2 dense film was so thin that the surface morphology of

the FTO substrate was not obscured at all.

Figure 3a compares the UV–Vis transmission spectra of

TiO2 NRs 1, TiO2 NRs 2 and TiO2 DF. Both TiO2 NRs 1

and TiO2 DF film show good transparency, with almost

90% transmittance of incident light at wavelengths longer

Fig. 1 a, c and e The top-view

SEM images of TiO2 NRs

grown at 150 �C for 85 min

(TiO2 NRs 1), 100 min (TiO2

NRs 2), and TiO2 dense film

(TiO2 DF), respectively. b and

d The tilted cross-section views

of TiO2 NRs 1 and TiO2 NRs 2

film. The scale bars in a, b, c,

d and e are all 100 nm. f XRD

patterns of the TiO2 NRs on

FTO substrate
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than 400 nm. However, TiO2 NRs 2 with lengths of

500 nm shows a significant loss of transmittance presum-

ably due to light scattering, resulting in merely 50% light

(at the wavelength of 500 nm) transmitting through the

TiO2 NRs 2. The transmittance decreases with the increase

of diameter and height of nanorods. Thus, a much less light

will be transmitted through the longer lengths TiO2 NRs to

be available for the active polymer layer to absorb.

Figure 3b compares the transmission spectra of polymer

embedded with TiO2 NRs 1, TiO2 NRs 2 and TiO2 DF. The

significantly decreased transmittance, particularly at the

wavelength below 675 nm, corresponds to the intrinsic

absorption of polymer between 400 and 650 nm [8, 22].

The active polymer layer in TiO2 NRs hybrid solar cells

included two parts: (1) a layer infiltrated between the TiO2

nanorods and (2) a layer on top of the TiO2 nanorods.

Polymer embedded with TiO2 NRs 1 shows lower trans-

mittance than polymer coated on the TiO2 DF, indicating

the higher light absorption of polymer layer in TiO2 NRs 1.

The enhancement could be mainly due to the increased

thickness of the active polymer layer as part of the polymer

infiltrated into the TiO2 NRs 1. Regardless of the much

higher optical transmittance of TiO2 NRs 1 compared with

TiO2 NRs 2 (shown in Fig. 3a), polymer embedded with

TiO2 NRs 1 and TiO2 NRs 2 show the similar transmit-

tance. The increased thickness of active layer infiltrated in

TiO2 NRs 2 may improve the absorption of photons.

Figure 4 shows the I–V curves of the hybrid solar cells

based on TiO2 NRs and TiO2 DF, with characteristic data

summarized in Table 1. The best performance achieved in

the hybrid solar cells based on TiO2 NRs was open-circuit

voltage (Voc) = 0.595 V, short-circuit current density

(Jsc) = 10.06 mA/cm2, fill factor (FF) = 0.536, and

PCE = 3.21%, while the reference hybrid solar cells based

on TiO2 DF shows a PCE of 2.79%. The enhanced power

conversion efficiency with TiO2 NRs 1 resulted largely

from the increased Jsc, suggesting an increased amount of

electron–hole pairs generated, and/or a reduction of charge

recombination. Hybrid solar cells based on TiO2 NRs 1

have an higher light absorption compared to TiO2 DF

hybrid solar cells, as shown in Fig. 3b, leading to the

enhancement of generated electron–hole pairs. The single

crystal TiO2 NRs with high electron mobility, penetrated in

Fig. 2 a Schematic of the hybrid solar cell based on TiO2 NRs.

b Energy level diagram of TiO2/hybrid solar cell

Fig. 3 a Transmission spectrum of TiO2 NRs grown at 150 �C for

85 min (TiO2 NRs 1), 100 min (TiO2 NRs 2) and the compared TiO2

dense film (TiO2 DF). b Transmission spectrum of PCBM/P3HT:

PCBM embedded with TiO2 NRs 1, TiO2 NRs 2 and TiO2 DF film
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the active polymer layer would also function as the direct

pathway for the quick electron transport to the charge

collecting electrode, leading to efficient charge collection

and reduced charge recombination. It is worth noting that

the reference TiO2 DF electrode used in this work was

anatase phase, which was different from the TiO2 NRs in

rutile phase. It is well known [23, 24] that anatase TiO2

exhibits significantly higher diffusion coefficient of con-

duction band electrons and greater electron mobility than

the rutile phase, which would benefit for high power con-

version efficiency. In other words, if the TiO2 NRs were in

anatase phase, a much higher power conversion efficiency

would be achieved than that in the present study with the

TiO2 NRs in rutile phase, further reinforces the observation

that the nanorods enhance the power conversion efficiency.

It also suggests further study on the preparation of single-

crystalline anatase TiO2 NRs and their application in

hybrid solar cells. The hybrid solar cell based on TiO2 NRs

2 demonstrated a much lower PCE than the one based on

TiO2 NRs 1, probably due to the lower light absorption of

polymer embedded TiO2 NRs 2 and the longer distance for

the electron transport to the charge collecting electrode.

The PCE of the solar cells based on TiO2 NRs 2 can be

achieved 5.07% when normalized to the incident light

that transmitted through the TiO2 NRs 2 at the intrinsic

absorption range of polymer between 400 nm and 650 nm.

The result suggests that the hybrid solar cells based on long

lengths TiO2 NRs could significantly enhance the power

conversion efficiency if the transparency of TiO2 NRs can

be improved.

Figure 5 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM)

topography of polymer-blend TiO2 NRs 1 (Fig. 5a) and

TiO2 NRs 2 (Fig. 5b). The surface roughness (rms) of the

active polymer layer increases with the increased lengths of

nanorods, changing from 4.32 nm for TiO2 NRs 1 to

24.08 nm for TiO2 NRs 2. The active layer with a larger

roughness would have poor contact with the silver elec-

trode, leading to less efficient hole collection and resulting

in lower PCE. In addition, if TiO2 NRs are not well

Fig. 4 I-V curves of the hybrid solar cells based on TiO2 NRs 1,

TiO2 NRs 2 and TiO2 DF under AM 1.5 G illumination at

100 mW/cm2

Table 1 The performances of the hybrid solar cells based on TiO2

NRs 1, TiO2 NRs 2 and TiO2 DF

Samples Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF g (%)

TiO2 NRs 1 0.595 10.06 0.536 3.21

TiO2 NRs 2 0.580 9.05 0.513 2.70

TiO2 DF 0.589 8.80 0.538 2.79

Fig. 5 AFM topography of the polymer surface (P3HT/PCBM)

embedded with TiO2 NRs with different lengths: a TiO2 NRs 1,

b TiO2 NRs 2 and c TiO2 NRs 2-DL
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covered with active polymer blend, there will be a

noticeable current leakage [1]. Figure 6 shows the cross-

section SEM images of the polymer blend TiO2 NRs 1

(Fig. 6a) and TiO2 NRs 2 (Fig. 6b). The thickness of entire

active layer is 270 nm for TiO2 NRs 1 and 500 nm for

TiO2 NRs 2. The thickness of the active layer on TiO2 NRs

2 is similar to the lengths of TiO2 NRs 2, as shown in

Fig. 1d, which indicates the polymer has penetrated to the

gaps between nanorods, but is insufficient to well cover

nanorods.

To improve the surface morphology and ensure the full

coverage of active polymer layer on TiO2 NRs 2, two

layers of the P3HT/PCBM blend solution were spin coated

under the same condition, labeled as TiO2 NRs 2-DL. AFM

and SEM were also applied to exam the surface morphol-

ogy of polymer-blend TiO2 NRs 2-DL. Polymer-blend

TiO2 NRs 2-DL shows the smaller hillocks and smoother

surface, with much reduced surface roughness of 7.58 nm

(shown in Fig. 5c), compared to polymer-blend TiO2 NRs

2 with only one layer P3HT/PCBM coating. Figure 6c

shows the cross-section image of polymer-blend TiO2 NRs

2-DL. The thickness of the active layer increased to

610 nm, which suggests the improved coverage of polymer

coatings on the surface of TiO2 nanorods. Hybrid solar

cells based on TiO2 NRs 2-DL can achieve a PCE of

3.07%, with Voc = 0.622 V, Jsc = 9.71 mA/cm2, and

FF = 0.509. This result strongly suggests that the bilayer

structured coating of active polymer blend is very prom-

ising to improve the performance of hybrid solar cells with

long lengths nanorods.

4 Conclusions

In summary, single-crystal rutile TiO2 nanorods were

grown directly on FTO substrate by means of hydrothermal

method. This approach is simple and straight for the TiO2

nanorods growth without using templates or seeds. The

hybrid solar cells based on such single crystal rutile TiO2

NRs demonstrated a much enhanced PCE of 3.21%; an

even higher PCE would be achieved if single crystal ana-

tase TiO2 NRs can be synthesized and used. Single crystal

rutile TiO2 NRs are believed to function as direct pathways

for easy electron transport and less charge recombination.

Much higher power conversion efficiency with long TiO2

nanorods would be obtained, if light transmittance through

TiO2 NRs could be improved, or the incident light is

introduced from the opposite side of the TiO2 nanorods. In

addition, when bilayer structured polymer coating was

applied into the long TiO2 nanorods, the contact between

the polymer blend and silver electrode was improved and

the surface roughness of active polymer layer was reduced,

resulting in an enhanced PCE.
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